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Some 20 reforms are packed into legislation with bipartisan support at the statehouse, though Democrats want to go further.
Police reform bill set to move, without change in body camera policy
Five states have implemented a mobile driver’s license program, and three others plan to launch programs by next year.
More states moving to digital IDs. Here's what to know
In an exclusive piece for Digital Health, former MP Norman Lamb, explores why technology can help tackle the growing mental health crisis.
Digital mental health key to tackling deepening mental health crisis
In any given lens review, the most valued and sought-after tests performed are those pertaining to image quality. I believe we have already begun to shift away from this, and here's why. If the camera ...
Why Image Quality Is No Longer the Most Important Aspect of a Lens
For a digital business to be transformative ... and so the aim is to keep them progressively moving without agitation so they can do their job well. A flywheel approach works in a similar way.
Honesty Underpins Successful Digital Transformation
With the advent of digital wallets and boarding passes, people are relying more on their phones to prove their identity.
Pandemic gives boost as more states move to digital IDs
The legacy programming language that refuses to die is still powering millions of daily transactions, but the difficulties of maintaining and integrating Cobol mainframes make the case for ...
How companies are moving on from Cobol
When automakers were first hit with chip shortages at the end of last year, they tried idling factories until the trouble passed. But with the crisis stretching into its fifth month and getting worse, ...
Chip shortage forces automakers to leave out some high-end features
After dominating Silicon Valley in the past two decades, hiking up rent prices in the area and filling the streets with flannel vests and wool sneakers, they’re now spreading into other ...
Tech bros’ next move: Private cities without US government control
My job search is focused on digital ... moving truck. If you rent a U-Haul to move, make sure you keep it an extra day to go pick up any furniture you may need, especially if you're moving without ...
I want to move to New York after college graduation. Can I afford it?
Many cryptocurrencies are moving higher. At the same time, many cryptocurrency stocks are moving lower. Some are getting close to support. That means they could rebound.
3 Crypto Stocks With Clear Support Levels
EML Payments Limited (ASX: EML) (S&P/ASX 200) continues its evolution as one of the world’s most diversified payments and digital banking enablers. EML powers Fupay’s cash flow management and ...
EML & Fupay Join Forces To Launch Europes First Responsible BNPL-as-a-Service Product Attached To A Virtual Card
Digital credentials showing Covid-19 test results and/or vaccination status were thought to be the ticket to restarting shows, boosting travel and redesigning workplaces. But experts worry the country ...
How your favorite bar is thinking about digital vaccine passports
Laser Lines, the UK’s most established reseller of 3D printers and materials, today announces it has installed the Stratasys J750 Digital Anatomy 3D Printer in CPI’s National Healthcare Photonics ...
Laser Lines installs Stratasys J750 Digital Anatomy 3D Printer at CPI’s National Healthcare Photonics Centre
Rockford City Council is considering a five-year, $3.4 million proposal for equipping police officers with body-worn cameras.
Rockford considers $3.4 million for police body cameras
A decision from Facebook’s Oversight Board upheld the social media company’s move to ban former president Donald Trump from its platforms, while also giving Facebook six months to review the decision.
‘Catastrophic’: How Facebook’s Trump ban could upend his plans for 2024
Zebronics Zeb-Juke Bar 3800 Pro Dolby Soundbar: Design (7.5/10) The Zebronics 3800 Pro Dolby soundbar has a largely standard design, with an all-black body and a metal grille up front sporting company ...
Zebronics Zeb-Juke Bar 3800 Pro Dolby Review: Surprisingly good for a soundbar without a subwoofer
What is Joy-Con drift? Joy-Con drift is an issue where your thumbstick will move without you touching it. The physical stick won’t move, but the Switch will pick up an input. Even the most minor ...
How to fix Joy-Con drift on Nintendo Switch
These include diaspora and digital saccos as the Sacco Societies Regulatory Authority ... “This will ensure that there is no room for any Sacco to operate without adequate government oversight,” Sasra ...
400 Saccos targeted in move on diaspora, digital entities
Tom Wilson reached out to Artemi Panarin in the aftermath of the most talked about incident in hockey this week, and now he's ready to move on from his latest controversy. In his first interview ...
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